
3000 Exclusive collectible NFTs. Our

NFT will benefit you in two ways: One

is by minting and holding our NFT and

the other will reward you through our

mobile game, which will be one of the

only games to offer revenue-sharing.

 



In 1904, five campers were traveling through the Pacific

Northwest. The plan was to make their way through Oregon, up

through Washington, and over to Idaho. They were scouting

and surveying land trying to find the ideal place to build a

town. The campers came to an area called Sixes River, which

they all agreed was a nice place to make their idea come to

life. Years went by the town was built, but there was no one

coming through. This area had great mining, great fishing,

and the location was beautiful. However, it was not drawing

the attention they once thought it would. Then, around the

year 1924, a traveler came to the small town and told the

settlers that there was a group of miners claiming they were

attacked by an ape-like creature. One of the campers had

heard this before, from a story they were told as a child,

remembering that the Coastal Indians referred to the ape-

like man as Sésquac. The traveler explained that everyone was

making their way to this area to see if they could capture

it. Researchers, scientists, and even the Sells-Floto Circus

were out looking for him. The thought was, if they were the

ones that could capture him, they could study it, test it,

or put it to work to make money. With no one coming to their

town they all started thinking the same way, "what if we

caught the creature", we could bring it to our town, and

everyone would flock to Sixes River. "We would be the

biggest attraction in the Pacific Northwest." The campers

packed up and set out to find this Sésquac. Legend has it

that no one even saw bigfoot. Studies have shown that there

needs to be a larger community out looking for the Sésquac.

The ability to cover more ground is beneficial as they are

elusive and extremely good at camouflaging. Our goal is to

create that community and see if we can't finally capture

this elusive creature that they call Bigfoot. 
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YOUR MISSION:

With technological advances, we have been able to at least confirm

that these creatures exist. We know that there are around 3,000

scattered across the world today. You should know they have their

own hierarchy ranging from what we understand to be Common, Normal,

Scarce, Rare, and Chiefs. 

We have done some research for you and will provide what we know

about these Chiefs: They will have distinct traits that are ultra-

rare.

1) Body of pure gold.

2) The horn of a unicorn, known to be carrying it in its mouth. 

3) Stolen, Solid Gold Sunglasses, we can only assume off of people

who got too close.

4) Some wear unicorn fur hoodies.

5) Some have taken the skull of a unicorn and they wear it as a hat.

6) A few aggressive groups have their Chiefs wear gold boxing gloves

tied around their neck. Known to be very aggressive. 

7) Chiefs can also paint their face in a way to show they are a

member of a specific group; this is a black-and-white tribal

painting style. 

8) Other Chiefs have taught themselves how to handle weapons.

Be careful out there as we are unsure what they are capable of.

However, capturing one of these will be rewarding. 

Happy Hunting!
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ECOSYSTEM:

The ecosystem for Rock Paper Sasquatch is going to be the NFT

collection and a mobile game. The mobile game will have a separate

white paper which will be released upon hitting the milestone of

our road map. However, there are details here we will share with

you. 

NFT:

"Yeti-Hunters" will be rewarded for holding this collection by

receiving an airdrop of SQUATCH coin and royalties on secondary

sales. As well, the holders will gain access to an exclusive

community discord; this will allow for the opportunity to talk,

hang out, and "challenge" other players in the mobile game.

Another perk of being a "Yeti-Hunter" is investing in our

communities. 10 percent% of the total sales of our NFT collection

will be donated to a charity or project of our holder’s choice. As

stated below (see "RoadMap") this continues through secondary

sales and will be part of our mobile game.

 

SQUATCH coin:

SQUATCH coin will be used to play the mobile game and get into

high-level events/ tournaments. KLV will also be accepted to play

the game. 

MOBILE GAME: 

Special access to the mobile game including early access, special

tournaments for collection holders, and revenue sharing (for

holders only). Your NFT will be used in the game but only as a

profile picture. 

We are hoping the NFT collection and mobile game will bring more

users into the Klever ecosystem.
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ROADMAP:

5 percent% - Release of NFT RIGHTS to holders for Logos,

Clothes, Business, etc.

20%percent - Give access to our discord for our community.

25 percent - Unlocks storyline giveaways.

30%percent- Unlocks the distribution of royalties from

secondary sales to holders.

50%percent - Unlocks the donation plan: 10 percent% of

revenue from the sale of the collection to a charity or

community project of "Yeti-Hunters" choice, which will be

voted on. This continues quarterly from secondary sales

(10 percent% of royalties) in which 70 percent% of

secondary sale revenue will be shared with the community,

20 percent% back to the team, and 10 percent% to the

charity or project of choice.

75%percent - Hire employees/team to take off with the

development of the mobile game and release the white

paper to the community.

100 percent- Airdrop $SQUATCH coin.
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TEAM

Jeremy Johnson: Founder

Bruce Steele: Marketing Advisor and Partnerships

Properties:

List of our core traits that you will see in our collection:

1) Background

2) Body

3) Mouth

4) Eyes

5) Clothes

6) Head

7) Jewelry

8) Face paint
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HOW IT WORKS:

We have applied to have our collection on the launchpad via

KeverNFT.com

Step 1) Download the K5 wallet and back up your information to the

app. Navigate to the browser and go to KleverNFT.com

Step 2) In the bottom of the browser you will see a back arrow,

forward arrow, Klever app home button, favorites, and your Klever

Wallet. Be sure that your wallet is connected via this 

"Klever wallet" tab. Once it is linked, you should see a pink Klever

logo hovering over the wallet icon.

Step 3) Lastly, on the homepage of the NFT site this is where you

will see upcoming drops, click on Rock Paper Sasquatch and it will

give you a countdown to when our collection is mintable. We have

heard that you need 1,000 KLV staked in order for the minting

process to work seamlessly.
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HOW IT WORKS CHROME EXTENSION:

We have applied to have our collection on the launchpad via

KeverNFT.com

Step 1) Download the K5 chrome extension

Step 2) At the top right of the web browser there is a puzzle piece,

if you click on that you will see the Klever extension once

installed

Step 3) Go through with creating a new wallet or restoring your

current one

Step 4) Go to KleverNFT.com

Step 5) At the top right of the Klever NFT site you will see a

connect button, a pop up will appear and you will give access to

connect your wallet to the site.

Step 6) Find our collection and mint away! Oh and make sure you have

funds in the wallet...


